Summary of Brandeis’s policy on academics and student athletes

- Approximately 10% of Brandeis undergraduates take part in intercollegiate athletic competition.

- **Student athletes should not expect accommodation for a practice.** Coaches are expected to accommodate missed practices when necessary for class attendance or for scheduled exams.

- **Student athletes are entitled to accommodations for a game.** In Math 5a, 10a or 10b, this accommodation will take one of the following forms:
  1. Acceptance of late homework;
  2. Makeup for a missed quiz;
  3. Makeup for a missed exam.

  Student athletes should arrange these accommodations **before** they leave for competition. If this happens, please consult with your course coordinator before making any accommodations.

- **Student athletes who anticipate a need for accommodation should give instructors, at the beginning of the semester, with a letter from the Athletic Director verifying their participation in a varsity sport, and containing the schedule for the team.**